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Progress since CM43
• CM43; in the midst of commissioning:

– Decay solenoid, intermittent issues;
– LH2 cool-down slow;
– Downstream solenoid; loss of M1;
– Support and coordination issues

• At CM44:
– Routine running: Step IV physics programme underway

• Executed field-off, LiH scattering programme

– Decay solenoid power supply refurbished:
• On schedule!  Daresbury Electrical Group (Griffiths et al)

– LH2 absorber:
• Plan in place to address thermal issues (Bayliss, Boehm et al)

– Downstream spectrometer solenoid:
• BNL magnet group (P. Wanderer et al) retained by M. Palmer;

– Excellent progress in detailed understanding of magnet and training
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Software and computing
• Enormous progress in S/w&C:

– Geometry (particularly tracker); alignment
– Calibration

• Data:
– Routine processing

• Firm basis for analysis

– Routine monitoring:
• OnMon; Online reconstruction:

– Routine reporting to Ops meeting:
» Firm basis for quality control during data taking

• Simulation:
– Production manager: Dimitrije Maletic (Belgrade)
– Getting ready for routine production on the GRID
– Speed/efficiency:

• Generation of beam distributions @ TOF1 (Drielsma)
• Execution speed of the simulation (Rajaram) 5
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Papers in progress
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OPTICS REVIEW: 
14/15 JANUARY 2016

Introduction
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Optics review 14/15 January 2016
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Optics review 14/15 January 2016
• Excellent!

– Preparation, talks, discussion, feedback

• Full feedback:
– http://micewww.pp.rl.ac.uk/documents/171
– Response in preparation (Rogers et al.)

• Principal advances:
– Understanding of effect of chromatic aberration

• Blackmore, Lagrange, Rogers, … et al

– Consider trade:
• Muon-beam purity for muon rate

– Franchini et al 14



STEP IV
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Magnets
• FC#1:

– LiH holder;
– Being prepared for cool-down and training

• Downstream spectrometer solenoid:
– Refit of QD/QP system:

• Design & procurement complete
• Installation underway

– External “dump” of energy

• Anticipate:
– Installation of electronics (FNAL supply) late in April
– Commissioning of DQ/QP system and then of SSs:

• May to June
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Figure 2: Left panel: Damaged solid-state contactor. Right panel: Replacement DC contactor.

Figure3: Dump resistors protecting thedownstream spectrometer solenoid: left panel: external dump resistors

for the central coil; central panel: external dump resistors for the end coils; and right panel: external dump

resistors for the match coils.
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Water
• Failure of compressor serving SS cryo-cooler:

– Inspection of failure indicates weakness introduced in 
manufacture of module

– However;
• Use of de-ionized water on compressor-cooling circuit must 

be addressed

• C. Whyte with others:
– Making a plan to reconfigure water supply to Hall

• Separate supply for MMB and compressors

• Redundancy

– We need to give this some priority:
• Otherwise risk of further failure(s)
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COOLING DEMONSTRATION
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Cooling demonstration
• Excellent progress on RF power and resonators:

– Presentations from Y.Torun, T.Stanley and in parallels

• Engineering:
– PRY, vacuum, RF-power distribution (Tarrant) 
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MICE COLLABORATION
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MICE in Korea
• Interest in MICE from:

– Moses Chung: 

• Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology 
(Ulsan, South Korea) 

– Shin-Young Kim: 

• Centre for Axion and Precision Physics 
(Daejon, South Korea)

• Valuable expertise in RF systems/instrumentation
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CERN Recognised Experiment
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INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVE
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Scientific potential of muon beams; CERN Nov16

• Discovery programme:
– Requirement for novel 

techniques to go beyond

• Pedigree and provenance of 
muon beams

• R&D to date has shown 
potential of muon beams to:
– Enhance performance of cLFV

searches;
– Revolutionise study of neutrino
– Provide route to high-energy 

lepton-antilepton annihiliation

• Summary of presenations on 
18Nov15
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Opportunity
• Opportunity to define innovative programme:

– Based around demonstrator that:
• Delivers critical measurement: νe/νμ N scattering;

• Has discovery potential: sterile neutrinos;

• Serves “cLFV” and energy frontier programmes through:
– 6D ionization-cooling/phase rotation demonstrator

– Seek to develop “distributed” R&D model:
• European national labs and universities

• Seek broader involvement from Asia and the Americas

• Incremental!

• Now taking initiative forward …
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INTERNATIONAL REVIEWS
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CM44
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CM44 …

• Very much looking forward to our meeting …
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